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and say that “technology” is someone else’s
concern. Digital media can’t just be a department in some far reaches of an organization
that fights for recognition and budget. It calls
out not just from marketing, but from how we
create content, how we distribute it, what the
eventual markets will be, and how the user
enjoys it, adds to it, and recommends it.
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Technology has defined our economics and
enjoyment of entertainment since Edison’s
first images flickered on a screen. Through
it all—records, radio, television, cable, satellite, and DVD—the ancient storytelling art
finds a way to retell itself through each new
media. The advent of digital media, however,
is reconfiguring the media ecosystem. We’ve
moved into the long-promised (or long-warned)
realm of convergence: reading news, writing
letters, talking to friends, and watching video
can now be connected seamlessly on a single
device. We have perhaps moved past that
already and are facing divergence: the ability to watch anything anywhere, at any time,
on any device, with a new consumer sense
of entitlement to that freedom. We have
moved from scarcity to abundance, and
with that face massive changes in control
of the proverbial dial to new technology ag-
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gregators with different visions of the future.
Digital media have also spawned entirely
new means of expression, most notably social
media. And traditional storytelling, while still
important, has been opened up to new levels
of interactivity, cross-platform narration, and
decentralization of creation and distribution.
This issue of insights explores a number of
issues at the intersection of technology and
entertainment, and beyond that how new
technologies are transforming our daily lives
as citizens, consumers, businessmen and
lawyers.
This issue also introduces four new features
that will be regular items in future issues. Our
very own “mystery columnist,” Alan Smithee,
puts his anonymity to good use by commenting on cutting-edge case law. Maria Rodriguez
shares practical advice for in-house counsel
dealing with their company’s technology
employment policies. Karen Kaplowitz gives
perspective on the marketplace for law and
lawyers. And finally, John Huffman uses his
inimitable style to put into perspective the
brave new world of emerging media.
I’ve enjoyed this opportunity to be guest
editor of this issue of insights. I think we’ve
put together some provocative and instructive articles. I hope you enjoy reading them.
By Gigi Johnson
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You Can’t Go Home Again. Despite record box office revenues,
legal jobs in the entertainment industry are contracting from
all sides. With entertainment company law departments
shrinking through layoffs and consolidation and law firms hiring fewer lawyers and making fewer partners, job security is
an important concern for many entertainment lawyers.
Where is the best job security today for entertainment lawyers? Is it in law firms or inside entertainment companies?
Virtually all entertainment lawyers start their professional
lives in non-entertainment law firms for the simple reason
that entertainment companies, unlike those in many other
industries, have insisted for decades on hiring only seasoned
lawyers. Entertainment companies say, “we are in the film
business or record business, not in the business of training
lawyers” and generally require at least five years, and sometimes as much as ten years experience even to consider
hiring a lawyer.
Most opportunities for in-house entertainment jobs come to
lawyers who are “discovered” working for a multi-practice law
firm that represents entertainment companies in litigation,
intellectual property, or financing work. An executive or inhouse lawyer observes good quality lawyering and offers to

pluck the lawyer out of the law firm. The boutique entertainment
law firms follow a similar pattern, generally hiring lawyers with
experience, rather than recent law school graduates.
There are many reasons an offer to move in-house may be
compelling. The first is the sex appeal of the entertainment
industry. The industry is full of creative and exciting people
and projects. By contrast, the law firms that have become
“feeder” firms for entertainment company law departments
have become less pleasant places to work. The pressures
there to bill hours and generate business are relentless at
every level and there is less job security than there was, even
for partners. Another lure of going in-house, particularly at
the intersection of new and old media, is the possibility of a
big return from stock options (though in many cases this may
be a trade-off for a cut in salary).
But a move in-house is not necessarily a flight to job security.
There is one harsh reality. For most lawyers, it is a one-way
street from a law firm to an in-house entertainment industry
job. There is no equivalent to the revolving door between law
firms and government jobs that we see in Washington. So
lawyers who are considering leaving a law firm for a job at a
studio or other company must consider their options down
the road before making a leap.

50

There are great benefits for lawyers who
work in law departments and business
affairs. Even though layoffs in companies
have resulted in longer hours and smaller
staffs, in-house lawyers still report great
job satisfaction. Adina Savin, Executive
Vice President of Business and Legal Affairs for the Disney/ABC Cable Networks
Group, suggests that one reason is that
being fully immersed in the business
may give inside lawyers and business
affairs executives a better understanding of the business significance of the
legal advice they provide. Another longtime in-house entertainment lawyer attributed her job satisfaction to being in
a highly collaborative work environment,
which led her to feel she was making a
greater contribution than she had as an
outside lawyer.

There are exceptions to the rule of no
return, of course, especially for very
senior ranking in-house lawyers and executives. When John Schulman recently
retired as Warner Bros. General Counsel,
he became chairman of the entertainment law department at Mitchell, Silberberg & Knupp. Sandy Litvack retired as
Disney’s General Counsel and rejoined
Dewey Ballantine and then became a
partner at Hogan & Hartson. Lou Meisinger took a similar route, from Disney’s
General Counsel to Sheppard Mullin
(and then to the bench). When Frank
Rothman ended his role as Chairman
of MGM back in the 80’s, he helped
Skadden Arps build its Los Angeles
office. Each of these lawyers, however,
had also been very successful in private
practice before going in-house.

But if an in-house job does not work out,
the entertainment lawyer’s options may
be more limited than expected. The
admission ticket for lateral partners
to most law firms is a book of business—which lawyers coming out of law
departments rarely have. Law firms
are looking for portable business and
concrete sources of revenue from lateral
lawyers, not an optimistic pitch about
their future prospects based on the
wonderful contacts they made in-house.
The fact that a lawyer may have had a
significant client following before going
in-house is not enough for most law firms.
They have seen the difficulty faced by
returning lawyers in reestablishing those
relationships. Too often, the clients have
moved on to other lawyers, often at a
competitor’s shop, especially if they
were upset in the first place by their
lawyer’s move in-house.

There are others who have successfully
transitioned back to established law
firms. Kenneth Kaufman, a Manatt partner in Washington, DC, used his stints
as the first in-house general counsel
at Showtime and the Kennedy Center,
where he slashed the overall legal
budget, to develop an ability to work in
a cost effective way which has served
him well in private practice. Arnold Peter
capitalized on his experience at Universal Studios’ negotiating major labor
agreements to join the mainstream law
firm Locke, Lord, Bissell & Liddell, LLP
before founding his own firm, Peter,
Rubin & Simon, LLP.

served as executive vice president and
director of a major studio, United Artists
Corporation, and then as president and
chief operating officer of Weintraub
Entertainment Group, an independent
motion picture, television, and music
production/distribution company.
Though Kleinberg has forged a second
highly successful law practice, he cautions that most lawyers who go into
corporate life from law firms don’t—and
can’t—come back. He also notes that
law firm lawyers whose client relationships have not been disrupted by stints
working in entertainment companies
have a significant competitive advantage.
Many of the giants in the entertainment
bar, like Ken Ziffren and Bruce Ramer,
have worked continuously in their law
firms.
Going in-house with the expectation of
spending a career there because of the
positive lure of greater job satisfaction
makes sense. But going in-house to
escape the difficulty of law firm life is
a riskier proposition. If it doesn’t work
out, the entertainment lawyer trying to
return to the private sector may face the
double jeopardy of lost client relationships and closed doors.
If you can’t go home again, are you really
ready to make the leap?
By Karen Kaplowitz

Lawyers who return to the private sector
also have the option of hanging out
their own shingle. When Kenneth Kleinberg of Kleinberg, Lopez, Lange, Cuddy
& Klein LLP in Los Angeles concluded
two major jobs at entertainment compaFor most lawyers leaving an in-house
nies, he could have returned to a major
legal job, the main option is another
law firm but chose to establish his own
in-house job or another non-legal job in entertainment boutique with partner,
an entertainment company. With layoffs Bob Lange. In the first phase of his caand consolidations reducing the num- reer, he served as an associate, partner
ber of available jobs, there are a lot of and head of the entertainment practice
entertainment lawyers chasing a smaller at Mitchell, Silberberg & Knupp. Bepool of in-house opportunities.
tween late 1985 and 1991, Kleinberg
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(Expressed lovingly.)

Abracadabra

Technology… dance with me boo

Will somebody please cue-up that classic Steve Miller Band song for me
while I write this column on The Demystification of Technology? Come on,
sing along:

The purpose of my TechFly column is to demystify technology. Therefore, I
was glad to see an entire Insights magazine dedicated to the topic. Here’s
the way I see it: If I can get motivated to leverage technology, find my purpose and put my stamp on history, so can a whole bunch of other people.
Let's keep it real. Aren’t the current global circumstances reason enough
to embrace a tech future? The world has changed considerably of late.
The jobless rate in developed countries is at an all-time high, while third
world countries are leaping over the digital divide in search of personal
empowerment and financial freedom.

I heat up. I can’t cool down.
Got me spinning round and round.
Round and round and round it goes.
Where it stops nobody knows.
Abra abracadabra.
I wanna reach out and grab ya.

This is the first in a series of columns about
the careers of entertainment lawyers written
by Karen Kaplowitz, a business development
consultant to lawyers. Karen was a trial
lawyer in Los Angeles for over 25 years. As
a partner at Alschuler Grossman & Pines,
she represented entertainment companies
in a wide variety of litigation matters before
founding The New Ellis Group, a business
development consulting firm. Karen publishes a biweekly newsletter for lawyers on
business development, which is available
at http://newellis.com/. As a consultant,
Karen has continued her involvement in the
entertainment industry, helping to build the
Distributed Computing Industry Association,
www.dcia.info, a trade group with over 100
members including law firms who deal with
all aspects of digital media and entertainment.

Steve belts the perfect song about a girl who has a guy going nuts. The
guy literally feels magic when she touches him. He is set ablaze when
she calls his name. “Burning flame full of desire. Kiss me baby, let the fire
get higher.” Oh my, this is out of control. I don’t care what you say… we all
want to be in this exact, loving-something scenario.
Ok, I know I chopped up the first verse and chorus a bit. But go with me for
a moment. The way Steve used love to demystify how he feels about a girl,
I want to use love and this column to demystify technology. That’s right, I
want you to fall in love with technology like Stevie-boy just put it on that
girl. Technology, too, is going to have you spinning round and round. Like
good love… technology is going to make you laugh and cry but you feel the
magic. “Abracadabra.”

I will feel like I’ve accomplished something important if one single unemployed person reads my article and starts a tech business or supports
someone who has. I will have won with this article if even one kid reads
this and is inspired to view their cell phone as a way to become wealthy
and ultimately give back to her community. Applaud me only if I am able to
spark action toward leveraging technology to provide for one’s self, family
and society.
To me, technology is a big deal. So I am going step up and do more than
the imaginable. I am going to put technology into its proper place and
perspective forever. For all those that suffer… your head will hurt no more.
You will have a crystal understanding of exactly what is going on with
all this technology. When I am finished demystifying technology you will
eternally love her.
I’ll answer where we’ve been, where we are at and where we are going.
You’ll know exactly what you should do and why. My absolute, ultimate goal
is to get you confident and in bed with technology. I hear you saying, “Voila,
show me to the moolah!” First, let me break this baby all the way down to
the ground.

Contact: kkaplowitz@newellis.com

Continues on next page
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